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Mark 16.8: 

So they went out and fled from the tomb, for terror and amazement had seized them; and they 

said nothing to anyone, for they were afraid. 

A footnote at the end of the last chapter in Mark’s gospel in the Jerusalem Bible states, ‘Many 

manuscripts omit verses 9 to 20 and the ending to this gospel may not have been written by Mark, 

though it is old enough.’ When I began preaching over 60 years ago, I swore by the commentary 

on Mark’s gospel by Denis Nineham. These days I swear by Morna Hooker’s, but in that respect, 

they are in agreement. Mark’s gospel in its original form did not have a Walt Disney ending, as 

someone once put it, in which everything has a neat happy ending, tying up the loose ends. It is 

more like the kind of cliffhanger I remember from Saturday Matinee at the Sheerness Argosy, 

designed to bring us back the following week. But it was the very nature of the gospel to end in 

this way, as Morna suggests: ‘It is part of the scandal of the gospel that the only evidence for the 

Resurrection is a message entrusted to a group of women.’ 

Mark was written within living memory of the events he describes. Not so either of the two added 

endings to Mark’s account, which may date from the mid second century. By then someone 

decided that there needed to be more than Mark had left us with. And there it is: a summary, a 

compendium, of eye-witness evidence, apparently drawn from the accounts of Matthew, Luke, 

John, and perhaps Paul. Still worth reading, of course. Still scripture. 

But in a strange way, Mark’s gospel reads better without it. As has been pointed out by some, 

verse 8 leaves us with a note of fear which ought perhaps to be there. It has even been said that 

if we are not afraid, we haven’t understood. A faithful person isn’t necessarily a fearless person. 

To find the risen Christ we have to go looking, and he will find us. But that is no easy undertaking. 

If the early church lived in a time of great danger, we live in a time of no less danger. Ask a Christian 

living in Iran or Gaza or Pakistan or Israel, for that matter. They know what it means to carry a 

cross. Spend time with the churches which offer sanctuary to people of all faiths and none against 

oppression or attack, at great cost to themselves, as I saw in Bosnia and Kosovo. Speak to the 

Revd Dr Louisa Pitman, who has just returned from the Red Sea, whose ministry as a Royal Navy 

chaplain has been to be alongside the crew of HMS Richmond, under daily attack. 

It is in such places that the risen Christ is to be found. As an American scholar-preacher, Brian 

Blount, spells it out: ‘The…risen Lord awaits us not in the empty tomb or in some future or remote 

place. The risen Lord awaits us…on our city streets, in the halls of our schools, in the wards of our 

hospitals and behind the bars of our prisons.’ In the words of Rowan Williams: ‘There is nowhere, 

in heaven or on earth, where Jesus cannot be, there is no creature incapable of coming into 

relationship with him.’ 

The Lord is risen. He is risen indeed. Always and everywhere and in surprising places. Alleluia! 

Peter 
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Resources/Good News 

Methodist Homelessness and Housing Gathering 

In Birmingham on 8 May, Methodists from across the UK will explore the why, the what and the 

how to tackle the national homelessness and housing crisis. Find out more about the event here 

Methodist Homelessness and Housing Gathering - Methodist Church 

 

With a similar focus, this video showcases what a church in Kettering is doing to tackle loneliness 

and isolation, helping to bring people together. 

 How this Church is tackling loneliness and isolation with a Warm Welcome space (youtube.com) 

 

UPCOMING CIRCUIT EVENTS: 

 

DATE TIME EVENT VENUE 

20 April 2.00pm to 4.00pm Clothes4U Knaphill 

20 April 4.00pm to 6.00pm Neighbourhood Party Trinity, Woking 

20 April 7.00pm Songs of Praise West Horsley 

25 April 10.30 to 12 noon Coffee and Cake St. Mary’s Guildford 

27 April 10am to 12 noon Coffee Morning Knaphill 

 

 

https://www.methodist.org.uk/about/news/methodist-homelessness-and-housing-gathering/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTUc9g3hXrs
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